The all new Mini-Bank c4000 represents the best in class convergence of ATM and self-service functionality, resulting in innovative new services and generating revenue streams for ATM owners.

Designed and engineered from the experience of over 60,000 existing Tranax ATMs, the Mini-Bank c4000 is built on a platform that is flexible, modular, and robust.

The Mini-Bank c4000 is TDES and ADA compliant out of the box, including a VISA lab certified encrypting PIN pad (EPP), a voice guidance system, and lighted action indicators.
### Specifications

**Dimensions**
- 56" H 17" W 23" D
- Weight: 260 lbs
  - *optional dispensers will increase overall weight*

**Operating Environment:**
- Temperature range: 40°F-95°F
- Relative humidity: Non-condensing - 15%-85%

**Options and Upgrades:**
- High-bright topper
- Wireless (cellular) communications
- Upgrade to Windows XP

---

### Advanced Services

**ATM and Kiosk Functionality In One!**
Tranax has achieved true convergence with the Self-Service Terminal by producing a single machine that delivers traditional ATM functionality along with self-service solutions found in today's kiosk applications.